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Hands-free automatic top
discharge system

Reduces residuals without
labor-intensive wringing,
scraping or cleaning

Air never contacts or
contaminates stored product

Uses standard shop air

Tested with a broad range of
product viscosities and
discharge rates

Works with Arena 330 Shipper
and other liquid intermediate
bulk containers

FAST, EASY DISCHARGE

Insert a discharge tube or pump
through top port and spanner bar.
Anti-suction geometry cathedral
windows at the bottom of the tube
prevent the liner from being drawn
into the tube.  Regulated shop air is
attached to the inlet tube.

LINER INFLATION

As air is pumped into the Air-Evac
Starfish liner, product is forced toward
the center discharge tube.  The Air-
Evac liner inflates automatically as
product is pumped out, reducing
residuals and virtually eliminating
waste.  The configuration of the liner
is what gives the Arena Air-Evac
Starfish its name.

FINAL EVACUATION

Unique pockets continue to inflate and
move product toward the discharge
tube.  As the inner liner collapses,
product continues to pool in the center
for complete discharge.

The liner-in-liner system prevents air
and other contaminants from touching
the product.

Savings, in the bag!
Arena Starfish™  Air-Evac®  Liquid Liner
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Arena Starfish™  Air-Evac®  Liquid Liner

Arena Air-Evac™ Starfish Liner®

3-Ply - LLDPE standard

Food contact per 21 CFR176.170
Conditions D through G

Kosher

Casetted with slip sheet

Maximum Fill Volume: 330 gallons (when
used with Arena 330 Shipper™)

Tare Weight of Bag: 6.5 lbs (3 kg)

5 per box/60 per pallet

Air Requirements: Shop air @60-80 psi
input

Manufactured with a GMP ISO 22000, PAS
223 certified process

Made in USA

Inflation air never touches product

Available with 2 inch and 3 inch standard
fitments

Reduce waste.
Hands-free.
Unique air-injection top discharge
system offers hands-free discharge.
Minimize excess residuals and
eliminate handling for increased
product recovery. Easier to manage.
Pops up when nearly empty.

For additional information, call Arena Technical Services at 1-800-836-2528
or email questions to: info@ArenaProducts.com
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